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The Versatile Trumpeter - Roger Ingram 2019-09
This book is for intermediate and advanced trumpeters. It features 16 selections of printed music in the
form of duets in multiple styles with written explanations of techniques and methods. It is complete with
accompanying play-along tracks via download or CD.
Music, Sense and Nonsense - Alfred Brendel 2015-08-18
Alfred Brendel, one of the greatest pianists of our time, is renowned for his masterly interpretations of
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and Liszt, and has been credited with rescuing from oblivion the piano
music of Schubert's last years. Far from having merely one string to his bow, however, Brendel is also one
of the world's most remarkable writers on music - possessed of the rare ability to bring the clarity and
originality of expression that characterised his performances to the printed page. The definitive collection
of his award-winning writings and essays, Music, Sense and Nonsense combines all of his work originally
published in his two classic books, Musical Thoughts and Afterthoughts and Music Sounded Out, along with
significant new material on a lifetime of recording, performance habits and reflections on life and art. As
well as providing stimulating reading, this new edition provides a unique insight into the exceptional mind
of one of the outstanding musicians of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Whether discussing Bach or
Beethoven, Schubert or Schoenberg, Brendel's reflections are illuminating and challenging, a treasure for
the specialist and the music lover alike.
Music Trades - 1921
Blue 42 - C. A. Rene 2021-07
Dating the Quarterback - Maggie Dallen 2020-02-05
Harley lost the bet and now it’s time to pay up. This loner will have to face her greatest fear...and say yes to
a date with the quarterback. After years of being bullied and ignored at her old school, Harley isn’t about to
make waves at Talmore High. She knows better than to mess with the cocky jerks on the football team.
When the lead alpha starts to single her out she’s sure that it’s just a joke at her expense. There's no way
he could really be interested in a geeky art nerd like her. After all, Tristan isn't just a quarterback, he's
larger than life. He's the school's most revered athlete, the guy all the girls drool over. He might as well be
a superhero in disguise. An ancient god come back to live among mere mortals... The guy was basically
Thor. But the more she gets to know him, the more she has to wonder just how wrong she's been about the
guy she'd thought was an untouchable god among men. Maybe he wasn't what she'd thought at all.
Wonders of wonders, the handsome hottie quarterback might just be...nice. And somehow that's the
scariest thought of all. A jerk she could handle. But a good guy? He might just be the one to break her
heart. Author's Note: This is a sweet YA contemporary romance and the second part of a duet. While this
romance is standalone, it's filled with spoilers for book one. Be sure to read Charming the Cheerleader
first!
The Player Next Door - K. A. Tucker 2020-06-16
From the international bestselling author of The Simple Wild and Ten Tiny Breaths comes a new secondchance, hate-to-love romance. Scarlet Reed has returned to Polson Falls, convinced that twelve years away
is long enough to shed her humiliating childhood identity as the town harlot's daughter. With a teaching job
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secured and an adorable fixer-upper to call home, things in her life are finally looking up. That is, until she
finds out that Shane Beckett lives next door. Shane Beckett, the handsome and charismatic high school star
quarterback who smashed her heart. The lying, cheating player who was supposed to be long gone, living
the pro football dream and fooling women into thinking he's Prince Charming. Shane Beckett, who is as
attractive as ever and flashing his dimples at her as if he has done no wrong. Scarlet makes it abundantly
clear that old wounds have not been forgotten. Neighbors they may be, but friends they most certainly are
not. She won't allow herself to fall for the single father and firefighter again, no matter how many apologies
he offers, how many times he rushes to her aid, or how hard he makes her heart pound. But as she spends
more time with him, she begins to fear that maybe she's wrong. Maybe Shane has changed. And maybe this
time she's the one playing herself-out of a chance at true happiness.
Sight-Reading Duets for Beginning Mallet Players - Karen Ervin Pershing
Designed to encourage students to learn sight-reading from the very beginning of study, Sight-Reading
Duets for Beginning Mallet Players provides duets in a variety of styles, keys and time signatures. Playable
on one four-octave marimba or two larger mallet instruments, these duets are truly an important addition to
early mallet studies.
Sweet Ache - K. Bromberg 2015
The New York Times bestselling author of the Driven series turns up the heat when a sexy bet turns into so
much more.... Hawkin Play, the bad boy rock star with a good guy heart, has lived a lifetime of cleaning up
after his twin brother's mistakes. Hunter's most recent screwup could land Hawke in jail and risk the
band's future. Hawke agrees to guest lecture at a local college to stay in the judge's good graces--and a bet
with his bandmate to seduce his sexy teaching assistant is icing on the cake. Quinlan Westin is harder to
bed than Hawke imagined. She knows his type and is determined to avoid the rocker at all costs--even if
their attraction runs deeper than simple lust. Just as Hawke might finally be winning over the girl, his
brother has other plans. When Hunter realizes his twin finally has a weakness, he'll stop at nothing to take
advantage....
Metronome - 1929
Hard to Score - K. Bromberg 2021-02-16
When an old grudge gets in the way of two people falling in love, secrets must be revealed, which could
lead to happy ever after or heartbreak.
Mrs Curwen's Pianoforte Method - A Guide to the Piano - Mrs. Curwen 2020-07-14
Originally published in 1913. A concise and comprehensive step by step instruction book on all aspects of
piano playing. Many of the earliest books on music, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before,
are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. Pomona Books are republishing these classic works
in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
The Musician - 1910
Playing with Style for String Quartet or String Orchestra - Joanne Martin
Playing with Style is a set of colorful concert pieces in a variety of styles, including tango, ragtime, and jazz.
These audience-pleasing pieces are enjoyable to play and will broaden the musical horizons of young
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players. The pieces use effects such as glissando and tremolo and allow opportunities to explore
chromaticisms, swing rhythms and syncopation. Available for string quartet or string orchestra, violin duet
or viola duet. Titles are: * Chromatic Tango * Soft Shoe * Hoedown * April Rag * Hopak * Mellow Moment.
Make Me Yours - Devney Perry
For the love of books... Top Shelf Romance is devoted to bringing readers a new standard of Romance.
Unforgettable books in a collection you'll cherish. Make Me Yours is a collection of four best-selling novels,
including:  Devney Perry - The Birthday List Amo Jones - In Peace Lies Havoc Kristy Bromberg - The
Player/The Catch Chelle Bliss - Enshrine  Top Shelf Romance represents the best of the best in romance.
There are no cliffhangers. These are simply must-read novels for readers looking for the best in happily
ever afters.
10 Easy Jazz Duets, E-flat Edition - Greg Nielsen 1996-04
10 Easy Jazz Duets, written by John La Porta with Greg Nielsen, contains jazz duets in a variety of styles.
This unique book is compatible for performance with all instruments and is published with a CD of hip
rhythm section backgrounds. In addition, the duets can be performed with a live rhythm section using the
chord symbols provided in the C and Bass Clef editions. Not only is the book great for individual jazz
practice for improvisation, articulation and phrasing, but it provides interaction with another musician or
group with no limitation on the instrumentation. The duets are also very useful to the educator who may
find it difficult to get a full band together.
Household Words - 1884
Alfred's Basic Piano Course: Top Hits! Duet Book 4 - E. L. Lancaster 2005-05-03
The motivation this music provides is outstanding! Playing duets is important to the musical growth of
young pianists. And with Alfred's Top Hits Duet Books, students get twice as many benefits. In addition to
learning how to develop steady rhythm, listen for proper balance, and play with appropriate dynamics,
students will also receive the enjoyment of playing specially arranged duets of pop music. These new duet
collections are correlated page-by-page with lesson Books 1B, 2, 3 and 4 of Alfred's Basic Piano Library one
of the best-selling piano methods in the world (it's translated into 13 languages). All four duet books feature
the best-known popular songs from films, Broadway musicals and best-selling CDs. The arrangers selected
for this series include Alfred's best-known composers including Dennis Alexander, Tom Gerou, Margaret
Goldston, Martha Mier, Catherine Rollin and George Peter Tingley.
A Player for a Princess - Tia Louise 2017-01-28
"Zelda Wilder is on the run from the ruthless assassins who've decided she knows too much to live.
Reformed playboy MacCallum Lockwood Tate isn't about to let the sexy player who stole his heart get
away--if only he could decide whether he wants to save her or spank her for her dangerous choices. All of
the players' skills are tested in this plot to capture a killer and save a princess."--Back cover.
The New England Magazine - 1913
Piano Duet Repertoire, Second Edition - Cameron McGraw 2016-05-09
Since the 1981 publication of the first edition, Cameron McGraw’s Piano Duet Repertoire has been a
trusted guide for duet performers. This second edition, edited and substantially expanded by Christopher
and Katherine Fisher, brings the volume into the 21st century, adding over 500 new or updated composer
entries and nearly 1,000 new work entries to the volume, a testament to the renewed interest in piano duet
playing. Entries are arranged alphabetically by composer and include both pedagogical and concert
repertoire. The annotations and the grade-level indications provide piano teachers a wealth of instructional
guidance. The book also contains updated appendices listing collections and duet works with voice and
other instruments. This new edition features a title index and a list of composers by nationality, making it a
convenient and indispensable resource.
Jazz for Seniors - Carl Poole
A continuation of Jazz for Juniors with more difficult rhythms.
Duet - Sara Creasy 2020-02-01
As Wynter and Jesse set out on an adventure-filled road trip to rescue Indio from drugs and despair, back
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home Caleb resolves to take control of his family as once-close relationships deteriorate. Meanwhile in
Sacramento, Xay Morant lives with his ailing mother and a whole heap of bitterness over his year spent in
the Light. He’s doing okay, all things considered. But he’s never forgotten the girl from the ashram who
used to climb through a hole in the fence in the dead of night to listen to rock songs on the radio with him…
CONTENT WARNINGS: The series includes or refers to: child abuse, drug use, animal cruelty, not-verygraphic sex and violence, mental health issues, adult relationships, and triumphant physics. Wynter does
not have sexual abuse/assault in her past or her future.
The Big Book of Sight Reding Duets for Euphonium - David Vining 2015-02-24
The Big Book of Sight Reading Duets provides a fun and effective way to improve sight reading. The 100
duets are progressively arranged so every skill level is addressed, and there are a wide variety of styles,
keys, time signatures, and other musical requirements for plenty of diversity.The Big Book of Sight Reading
Duets comes in trumpet, trombone, euphonium, and tuba editions designed to coordinate with one another.
If you have the euphonium edition, for example, you can play along with a trombonist who has the
trombone edition or a tuba player with the tuba edition. The only exception is duet #55, which is specific to
each instrument.Whether you play these duets with a friend or a teacher, sight reading with a partner
provides an incentive for playing each duet without stopping because you don't want to let down your
partner. Using this simple principle and providing additional tips and advice for improvement, this book
addresses a skill so important and so lacking for so many musicians.Stop dreading sight reading-learn the
secrets to reading music at first sight accurately every time with help from The Big Book of Sight Reading
Duets.
The Boy Next Door - Jennifer Sucevic 2021-03-12
From USA Today bestselling author, Jennifer Sucevic, comes a sexy, new stand-alone novel. I’ve spent more
years than I care to admit crushing hard on Colton Montgomery. The blond, blue-eyed hottie leaves a trail
of broken hearts in his wake wherever he goes. Mine being one of them. Just when I’d decided to cut my
losses and move on, he appeared out of nowhere and swept me off my feet. It had all seemed like a fairytale
until he dumped me. Through text message, no less. Ouch. Eighteen months and one study abroad program
later, I’ve returned to Wesley University to finish out my senior year. And Colton? He’s nothing more than a
regrettable mistake I’d prefer to forget. Or so I tell myself. It only takes one run-in to realize that my
feelings for him aren’t as dead and buried as I’d thought. Nope, they’re still there, simmering dangerously
beneath the surface. He wants a second chance to make things right. That’s not going to happen. But
Colton has other ideas. And part of me is afraid that if he actually puts his mind to it, he’ll end up changing
mine. *This is a mature New Adult novel with strong language and sexual situations intended for readers
above the age of 18*
The Piano - Susan Tomes 2021
A fascinating history of the piano explored through 100 pieces chosen by one of the UK's most renowned
concert pianists "Tomes . . . casts her net widely, taking in chamber music and concertos, knotty avantgarde masterworks and (most welcome) jazz."--Richard Fairman, Financial Times, "Best Books of 2021:
Classical Music" "[One of] the most beautiful books I got my hands on this year. . . . About the shaping of
this maddening, glorious, unconquerable instrument."--Jenny Colgan, Spectator, "Books of the Year" An
astonishingly versatile instrument, the piano allows just two hands to play music of great complexity and
subtlety. For more than two hundred years, it has brought solo and collaborative music into homes and
concert halls and has inspired composers in every musical genre--from classical to jazz and light music.
Charting the development of the piano from the late eighteenth century to the present day, pianist and
writer Susan Tomes takes the reader with her on a personal journey through 100 pieces including solo
works, chamber music, concertos, and jazz. Her choices include composers such as Bach, Mozart,
Beethoven, Robert Schumann, Tchaikovsky, Debussy, Gershwin, and Philip Glass. Looking at this history
from a modern performer's perspective, she acknowledges neglected women composers and players
including Fanny Mendelssohn, Maria Szymanowska, Clara Schumann, and Amy Beach.
Players and Pawns - Gary Alan Fine 2015-08-06
A chess match seems as solitary an endeavor as there is in sports: two minds, on their own, in fierce
opposition. In contrast, Gary Alan Fine argues that chess is a social duet: two players in silent dialogue who
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always take each other into account in their play. Surrounding that one-on-one contest is a community life
that can be nearly as dramatic and intense as the across-the-board confrontation. Fine has spent years
immersed in the communities of amateur and professional chess players, and with Players and Pawns he
takes readers deep inside them, revealing a complex, brilliant, feisty world of commitment and conflict.
Within their community, chess players find both support and challenges, all amid a shared interest in and
love of the long-standing traditions of the game, traditions that help chess players build a communal
identity. Full of idiosyncratic characters and dramatic gameplay, Players and Pawns is a celebration of the
fascinating world of serious chess.
Fingerstyle Duets for Ukulele - MARK "KAILANA" NELSON 2014-10-09
From the author of Mel Bay's best selling Learn to Play Fingerstyle Solos for Ukulele and Favorite
Fingerstyle Solos for Ukulele, we are proud to presentFingerstyle Duets for Ukulele.This book and
accompanying audio offer 21 great songs arranged in 18 duets for fingerstyle ukulele. The songs come from
around the world: European waltzes, classic Hawaiian songs, folksongs, Victorian parlor pieces and
classical guitar and piano transcriptions. Nothing in this book will be out of reach of the advancing
beginner or intermediate player. Even advanced players will find something to tickle their fancy. The book
includes tips on technique and fingerpicking exercises. Many of the songs include lyrics, adding to the
flexibility of the arrangements. Included are four etudes - basic duets featuring scaled down melodic parts
for the lead ukulele and simple pattern picking for the accompaniment. More advanced duets feature
modulations, chord inversions up the neck, and different rhythmic approaches forthe right hand in both
parts. The book concludes with an arrangement of Erik Satie's haunting solo piano piece Gymnopedie #1
Anatomy of a Player - Cindi Madsen 2016-01-25
After getting her heart broken by a player again, Whitney Porter is done with men. She's focusing on her
future career and her first assignment at the college newspaper: Posing as a sports writer for an exposé on
the extra perks jocks receive. But Hudson Decker, the bad boy of the hockey team, is about to test her
resolve. To keep herself from breaking her no-sex rule with the temptingly tattooed athlete, she decides to
use him for a side project: Anatomy of a Player, to help Whitney—and women everywhere—spot a player,
learn what makes him tick, and how to avoid falling for one. With his life spiraling out of control, Hudson
Decker's looking for a distraction. When his teammates bet him that he can't land the gorgeous but prickly
new reporter, he accepts the challenge, boasting he'll have her in bed by the end of the semester. But
Whitney is so much more than Hudson expected, and soon enough, he's in too deep. The last thing he needs
is another complication, but staying away isn't an option. One thing's for certain: this girl totally throws him
off his game. Each book in the Taking Shots series is STANDALONE: * Getting Lucky Number Seven *
Anatomy of a Player * Crazy Pucking Love * Confessions of a Former Puck Bunny
A Dangerous Duet - Karen Odden 2018-11-06
Winner of the New Mexico-Arizona Book Award for Historical Fiction This dazzling new Victorian mystery
from USA Today bestselling author Karen Odden introduces readers to Nell Hallam, a determined young
pianist who stumbles upon the operations of a notorious—and deadly—crime ring while illicitly working as
the piano player in a Soho music hall. Perfect for readers of Tasha Alexander, Anne Perry, and Deanna
Raybourn. Nineteen-year-old Nell Hallam lives in a modest corner of Mayfair with her brother Matthew, an
inspector at Scotland Yard. An exceptionally talented pianist, she aspires to attend the Royal Academy; but
with tuition beyond their means, Nell sets out to earn the money herself—by playing piano in a popular
Soho music hall. And the fact that she will have to disguise herself as a man and slip out at night to do it
doesn’t deter her. Spending evenings at the Octavian is like entering an alternate world, one of lively
energy, fascinating performers, raucous patrons—and dark secrets. And when Nell stumbles upon the
operations of an infamous crime ring working in the shadows of the music hall, she is drawn into a
conspiracy that stretches the length of London. To further complicate matters, she has begun to fall for the
hall owner's charismatic son, Jack, who has secrets of his own. The more Nell becomes a part of the
Octavian’s world, the more she risks the relationships with the people she loves. And when another
performer is left for dead in an alley as a warning, she realizes her future could be in jeopardy in more ways
than one.
Dirty Sexy Player - Laurelin Paige 2018-07-23
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A New Duet in the Dirty Filthy Universe from NYT Bestselling Author, Laurelin Paige. Weston King knows
how to play. But wild nights and owning an extensive collection of women's panties don't carry the thrill
they once did, so when his business partner Donovan suggests an outrageous plan to allow them to take
over their competition, Wes takes him up on the offer. The crazy idea? Marry the competitor. Elizabeth
Dyson, the bride-to-be in question, is on board with the plan. She wants access to her trust fund and can
only get it once she marries. Each has something the other wants - all they have to do is pretend to like
each other well enough to tie the knot. Only trouble is, playing fianc to Elizabeth isn't quite that simple.
Wes finds her sexy and brilliant...and soon wishes their engagement wasn't fake at all. Not that he'd ever
tell her that. But a lover boy like Wes can only stand an empty bed for so long...and even the best of players
has to put down his cards eventually.
Contemporary Mallet Duets - Karen Ervin Pershing 1999
"This collection of duets was written to be performed by two intermediate-level players, or to be used as
sight-reading material by more advanced mallet percussionists."--P. [1].
The Mind's Ear - Mr. Bruce Adolphe 2013-09-05
The Mind's Ear offers a unique approach to stimulating the musical imagination and inspiring creativity, as
well as providing detailed exercises aimed at improving the ability to read and imagine music in silence, in
the "mind's ear." Modeling his exercises on those used in theater games and acting classes, and drawing
upon years of experience with improvisation and composition, Bruce Adolphe has written a compelling,
valuable, and practical guide to musical creativity that can benefit music students at all levels and help
music teachers be more effective and inspiring. The book also provides provocative ideas and useful tools
for professional performers and composers, as well as offering games and exercises to serious listeners that
can increase their musical understanding and level of engagement with music in a variety of ways.
The Prince & the Player - Tia Louise 2017-01-27
Runaway Zelda Wilder will do whatever it takes to secure a better life for her and her sister Ava. Crown
Prince Rowan Westringham Tate will do whatever it takes to preserve his small country. MacCallum
Lockwood Tate will do whatever it takes to steal Zelda's heart ... When Zelda is hired to run a con on the
brooding future king, she falls instead for his sexy younger brother, "playboy prince" Cal. Cal is determined
to hold his beautiful player, but it's too late. Zela is in over her head with some very dangerous men. Shots
are fired and time is running out for the prince to save his player.
1000 Keyboard Ideas - Ronald Herder 1990
The greatest tips and tricks used by professional musicians to create their unique sounds -- by the best
experts in the field! Each section contains dozens of articles on the topics you want so you can browse at
your heart's content, or choose just the information you are looking for! This book is a virtual encyclopedia
of information on playing keyboards for more enjoyment and satisfaction.
Dancing with Dharma - Harrison Blum 2016-02-25
Both Buddhism and dance invite the practitioner into present-moment embodiment. The rise of Western
Buddhism, sacred dance and dance/movement therapy, along with the mindfulness meditation boom, has
created opportunities for Buddhism to inform dance aesthetics and for Buddhist practice to be shaped by
dance. This collection of new essays documents the innovative work being done at the intersection of
Buddhism and dance. The contributors—scholars, choreographers and Buddhist masters—discuss
movement, performance, ritual and theory, among other topics. The final section provides a variety of
guided practices.
Jumpin' Jim's Ukulele Masters: James Hill - Jim Beloff 2017-09-01
(Ukulele). This collection features 15 classic songs arranged by ukulele master, James Hill. In these
remarkable arrangements, two distinct ukulele parts chord accompaniment and melody can be played in
counterpoint at the same time by one player. The arrangements cater to both advanced beginner and
experienced players and there is a warm-up section that introduces the player to the "Duets for One"
concept. The book includes access to audio tracks online of all the arrangements performed by James Hill,
for download or streaming, using the unique code inside the book. Songs are arranged for GCEA-tuned
ukes and include: Georgia On My Mind * Summertime * Don't Get Around Much Anymore * The Glory of
Love * Here Comes the Rain Again * L-O-V-E * Cheek to Cheek * Viva La Vida * and 7 more.
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is one of them bound to get burned?
Player Of Mine - Hannah Cowan 2022-06
Braden is a playboy with no plans. Sierra is a businesswoman with far too many. What happens after they
spend one night together, tangled in Braden's sheets? They learn just how messy love can be. *Player Of
Mine is the duet edition of Craving The Player and Taming The Player. For more info on the book specific
descriptions, check the original books.*
Musical Observer - 1919

The Player - K. Bromberg 2017-04-10
Baseball has never been sexier in an all-new novel by New York Times Bestselling Author, K. Bromberg.
Easton Wylder is baseball royalty. The game is his life. His passion. His everything. So, when an injury
threatens to end Easton's season early, the team calls in renowned physical therapist, Doc Dalton, to
oversee his recovery. Except it's not Doc who greets Easton for his first session, but rather his daughter,
Scout. She may be feisty, athletic, defiant, and gorgeous, but Easton is left questioning whether she has
what it takes to help him. Scout Dalton's out to prove a female can handle the pressure of running the
physical therapy regimen of an MLB club. And that proof comes in the form of getting phenom Easton
Wylder back on the field. But getting him healthy means being hands-on. And with a man as irresistible as
Easton, being hands-on can only lead to one thing-trouble. Because the more she touches him, the more she
wants him, and she can't want him. Not when it's her job to maintain the club's best interest in regard to
whether he's ready to play. But when sparks fly and fine lines are crossed, can they withstand the heat, or
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Alfred's Beginning Snare Drum Duets - Sandy Feldstein
Fifteen lively duets for beginning snare drummers that will supplement and reinforce any drum method.
Correlating page by page with Alfred's Drum Method, Book 1, by Sandy Feldstein and Dave Black, each
duet incorporates newly learned rudiments and snare drum techniques in a fun-to-play context!
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